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Abstract
The structures and properties of metal cationized complexes of 9‐ethylguanine (9eG) and 1‐
methyl cytosine (1mC), (9eG:1mC)M+, where M= Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+ as well as the protonated
complex (9eG:1mC)M+ have been studied using a combination of IRMPD spectroscopy and
computational methods. For (9eG:1mC)H+, the dominant structure is a Hoogsteen type complex with
the proton covalently bound to N3 of 1mC despite this being the third best protonation site of the two
bases; based on proton affinities N7 of 9eG should be protonated. However, this structural oddity can
be explained considering both the number of hydrogen bonds that can be formed when N3 of 1mC is
protonated as well as the strong ion‐induced dipole interaction that exists between an N3 protonated
1mC and 9eG due to the higher polarizability of 9eG. The anomalous dissociation of (9eG:1mC)H+,
forming much more (1mC)H+ than would be predicted based on computed thermochemistry, can be
explained as being due to the structural oddity of the protonation site and that the barrier to proton
transfer from N3 of 1mC to N7 of 9eG grows dramatically as the base pair begins to dissociate. For the
(9eG:1mC)M+; M= Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+ complexes, single unique structures could not be assigned.
However, the experimental spectra were consistent with the computed spectra. For (9eG:1mC)Li+,
the lowest energy structure is one in which Li+ is bound to O6 of 9eG and both O2 and N3 of 1mC. For
Na+, K+, and Rb+, similar binding of the metal cation to 1mC is calculated but they are also bound to
N7 of 9eG. However, the lowest energy structure for the Cs complex is the Watson‐Crick type base
pairing with Cs+ binding only to 9eG through O6 and N7 and 9eG is hydrogen bonded to 1mC. It also
interesting to note that the Watson‐Crick base pairing structure gets lower in Gibbs energy relative to
the lowest energy complexes as the metal gets larger. This indicates that the smaller, more densely
charged cations have a greater propensity to interfere with Watson‐Crick base pairing than do the
larger, less densely charged metal cations.
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1. Introduction.
Thousands of research papers on non‐covalent interactions between base pairs have been
published following the discovery of Watson‐Crick base pairing patterns,1 A:T, G:C in DNA and A:U,
G:C in RNA, which was arguably one of the most influential biochemical discoveries of the twentieth
century. The sequence of base pairs is nature’s method of storing genetic information2 and guiding
protein synthesis.3 The stability of base pair interactions can be affected by the solvent as well as the
presence of metal cations. When solvated, both the common conformations of DNA, B‐DNA as well
as zigzag or Z‐DNA, show disordering at A:T base pairs, but not G:C pairs4 due to the extra stability of
the latter because it contains an extra hydrogen bond, three vs two for the A:T base pair as can be
seen in Scheme 1.
Interests in the study of metal ion/nucleobase interactions stem from the fact that metal
cations strongly affect the structure of base‐pairs and, therefore, the DNA duplex which can result in
mistranslation of the genetic information.5,6 However, the effect of metal cations on these biological
molecules is not completely understood. Metal ions in low concentration are thought to stabilize the
DNA duplex by binding to phosphate in backbones that decreases the repulsive forces between the
negative charges on the nucleotides.7 However, in higher concentrations, the metal cations can
destroy the hydrogen bonds between Watson‐Crick base pairs, and even cause the tautomerization
of nucleobases.8 There is an increasing amount of research attempting to uncover the intrinsic physical
and chemical properties of metal‐bonded nucleobase complexes by both experimental and/or
computational methods in both the solution and gas phase.5,6,16–25,7,9–15
The biological role of G:C base pairs with metal cations has captured attentions for numerous
reasons. For example, there were lots of publications concerning the G:C base pair coordinated with
Pt‐containing complexes following the 1969 discovery of cisplatin.26–29 Cisplatin is an anti‐cancer
chemotherapy drug; it kills cancer by damaging DNA molecules and inhibiting DNA synthesis.
Interestingly, cisplatin shows a kinetic preference to interact with G:C rich regions in transfer RNA
(tRNAAla), and one of its acceptors called MicrohelixAla (MhAla).30 It also possibly induces a permanent
mutation by stabilizing rare tautomers of guanine and/or cytosine in DNA.31 Besides the studies of G:C
base pairs in biological applications, the potential materials applications have also been investigated.
There was a recent study of crosslinked supramolecular hydrogels designed by utilizing the hydrogen
bonds between the G:C base pair as a junction in the polymer structures, and its ability to self‐
assemble to host a drug molecule.32 The G:C base pair was shown to have improved rheological activity
in vitro, making it possible to establish faster drug release when it arrives at the cancer tissue in
organisms.
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Research on alkali metal cationized and proton bounded nucleobase complexes is
considerable, not only due to these cations’ abundance in nature, but also because they are essential
elements for living organisms.12,15,20,33–37 Gas phase studies of alkali metal cations with nucleobases
proved that the self‐aggregation of nucleobases were promoted by the existence of alkali metal
cations and can form magic number clusters.12,18 For uracil and thymine, Li+ can stabilize trimers and
Na+ can stabilize tetramers, whereas other larger alkali metal cations prefer to stabilize pentamers.
Guanine quartets/quadruplexes bound to alkali metal cations have received much attention as alkali
metal cations locate at the center of the quartets or hold the quadruplex, greatly stabilizing the
structures.6,12,16,35,38–41 Gas‐phase studies showed that Na+‐bound G‐tetrads are more stable than Li+‐
bound tetrads because of weaker hydrogen bonds caused by the distortion of Li+ complex offsetting
its ion‐dipole interaction advantages.15 However, K+ is the alkali metal cation chosen by the nature to
stabilize the G‐quadruplexes in telomeres or other guanine‐rich regions of DNA. Recently, this was
revealed to be due to the greater intrinsic thermochemical stability of K+‐associated quadruplexes
over any other alkali metal cation, including Na+, due to the K+‐tetrad complex being non‐planar and
able to accept another G‐tetrad to form the sandwiched structure of the G‐quadruplex.16
Cytosine self‐assemblies prefer to form the tetra‐dentated dimeric structures with the alkali
metal cations bound to O2 and N3 of two cytosines. This is in contrast to the bi‐coordinated i‐motif
structure where the proton bounds to N3 of both cytosines.20,24,42
Gas‐phase protonated G‐C base pairs were studied previously by infrared multiphoton
dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy in fingerprint region and by computational methods.22,25,43,44 It was
concluded that the protonated G:C base pair existed as one of two different isomers depending on
the pH value of the solution from which it was electrosprayed. At pH 5.8, Watson‐Crick base pairing
dominated whereas at pH 3.2, Hoogsteen style base pair was observed as the major structure.22 The
structures of protonated Watson‐Crick and Hoogsteen G:C base pairs are depicted in Scheme 2. In an
interesting set of studies using collision induced dissociation (CID) and computational methods, the
dissociation of protonated Hoogsteen guanine:cytosine (G:C) base pairs into predominantly
protonated cytosine and neutral guanine, despite guanine having a reportedly higher proton affinity
was investigated.25,45 This anomalous dissociation pattern was initially explained to be due to two
routes to protonated cytosine, one leading to N3‐protonated cytosine, the other leading to O2‐
protonated cytosine effectively doubling the rate constant for protonated cytosine formation.45 The
branching ratios for CID of protonated 1‐methylguanine:1‐methylcytosine (1mG:1mC) and protonated
9‐methylguanine:1‐methylcytosine (9mG:1mC) Hoogsteen base pairs were compared and while they
both show this anomalous behaviour, the latter shows significantly more protonated 9‐methylguanine
product than 1‐methylcytosine. High level calculations showed that O2 protonated 1‐methylcytosine
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in fact has a higher proton affinity than 1‐methylguanine, providing a more reasonable explanation
for the anomalous CID behaviour; O2 protonated 1‐methylcytosine is the lowest energy product. 9‐
methylguanine, however, has a higher proton affinity and is the lowest energy product for dissociation
of the protonated 1‐methylcytosine:9‐methylguanine base pair, yet not in a ratio that would be
predicted based on the differences in proton affinities.25
The goal of the present work is to discover the intrinsic structures and unimolecular
dissociation properties of the protonated or alkali metal cationized 9‐ethylgunine:1‐methylcytosine
(9eG:1mC) base pairs by both experimental and computational methods. Here 9eG and 1mC were
used to eliminating the possibility of metal cation interactions at or binding between nucleobases at
N1 of cytosine and N9 of guanine which is bound to ribose or deoxyribose in nucleic acids.

2. Methods
2.1 Experimental Methods. To obtain IRMPD spectra in the CH/NH/OH stretching regions, ions were
trapped in a Bruker Apex Qe7 Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT‐ICR) mass spectrometer
(MS) and exposed to an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/A) in the Laboratory for the Study
of Energetics, Structures and Reactions of Gaseous Ions at Memorial University and has been
described elsewhere.46 Ions were electrosprayed from an Apollo II source from 1 mL of 1 mmol L‐1
solutions of 9eG in 50:50 H2O:methanol to which 2‐3 drops of 100 mmol L‐1 1mC in 50:50
H2O:methanol and 2‐3 drops of aqueous 10 mmol L‐1 alkali metal chloride or 1% formic acid were
added. The pH of the solutions from which the protonated complexes were electrosprayed was about
3.3. The laser was scanned at 2 cm‐1 steps and irradiation was for 1s at each wavelength. The
wavelength was calibrated using an online grating spectrometer.
To obtain infrared spectra in the fingerprint region, the free electron laser (FEL) for infrared
experiments (FELIX) was used in the Netherlands. IRMPD spectra were collected of ionic complexes
trapped in a modified 3D quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (Bruker, AmaZon Speed ETD).47 Ions
were electrosprayed from solutions described above, but which were diluted 100‐fold with
acetonitrile. The FEL was scanned at 3 cm‐1 intervals with 2 pulses of tunable infrared radiation from
Felix in the 650 ‐ 1850 region.
The reported IRMPD efficiencies (intensities) are the negative of the natural logarithm of the
product ion intensities divided by the sum of the total ion intensities.
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma‐Aldrich and used without further purification.
2.2 Computational Methods. Geometry optimizations, dipole moments, polarizabilities, and IR
frequency calculations were performed using Gaussian 0948 suite of programs using B3LYP density
functional theory which has been proved to be used successfully for nucleobase clusters.49–51 The 6‐
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31+G(d,p) split‐valance basis set was used for all atoms except Cs and Rb for which the Def2‐SVP basis
and effective core potential was used. The relative 298 K Gibbs energies and enthalpies of various
isomers with respect to the lowest energy structure were reported. The computed IR spectra were
scaled by 0.975 and 0.945 in the lower (900‐2000 cm‐1) and higher (2800‐3800 cm‐1) energy regions,
respectively, to compare with the experimental IRMPD spectra. For all calculations, an empirical
dispersion correction was done using Grimme’s D3 version with the original D3 damping function,
B3LYPD3.52,53
Proton affinities and gas basicities for 9‐ethylguanine were computed at the CBS‐QB3 level of
theory in order to compare these quantities with those computed for cytosine, guanine, and the other
alkylated bases which were computed previously.25

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 (9eG:1mC)H+.
3.1.1. Structure of (9eG:1mC)H+ by IRMPD Spectroscopy. The IRMPD spectrum of (9eG:1mC)H+, in
both the fingerprint and hydrogen stretching region, is compared to the computed IR spectra of the
five lowest energy structures in Figure 1. Using the same nomenclature as previously used for the
(G:C)H+ structures,22 the lowest energy structure (Hoo N3(1mC)H+) is the Hoogsteen (Hoo) structure
where the proton is covalently bonded to N3 of 1mC and is hydrogen bonded to N7 of 9eG. A second
hydrogen bond occurs between the amino group of 1mC and O6 of 9eG. The IRMPD spectrum for this
structure is entirely consistent with the experimental IRMPD spectrum in both regions. A second Hoo
structure, Hoo N7(9eG)H+, differs from the first mainly in that the proton is covalently bound to N7 of
9eG and hydrogen bonded to N3 of 1mC. This structure is 7.0 kJ mol‐1 higher in Gibbs energy than the
lowest energy structure. Spectroscopically, one of the main features discriminating these two
structures is the free C=O (O2 of 1mC) stretch which is predicted in the Hoo N3(1mC)H+ structure and
observed at 1760 cm‐1. However, the same C=O stretch of Hoo N7(9eG)H+ is predicted significantly to
the red at 1685 cm‐1. Based on the computed energetics and the comparison of computed and
experimental vibrational spectra, Hoo N7(eG)H+ is not likely a major contributor to the experimental
spectrum.
The next higher energy structure is a reverse Hoogsteen structure (R‐Hoo N3(mC)H+) and also
has a general agreement with the observed IRMPD spectrum but is almost 15 kJ mol‐1 higher in Gibbs
energy. The next lowest energy structures are a Watson‐Crick (WC) base pair (WC N7(9eG)H+) and a
similar WC base pairing structure but instead of being protonated at N7 of 9eG, it is protonated at O6
(WC O6(9eG)H+); there are only two hydrogens in the latter structure, the bond donors being the O6
and N1 of guanine and acceptors are the N3 and O2 1mC positions, respectively. From the
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comparisons of the experimental and the computed spectra for WC N7(9eG)H+ and WC O6(9eG)H+
(Figure 1) and that they are almost 16 and 28 kJ mol‐1 higher, respectively, in Gibbs energy than the
lowest energy Hoo structure, it is clear that they are not major contributors to the (9eG:1mC)H+
complex. Structures and spectra for ten higher energy isomers presented in Figures S1‐S2.
At this point it is interesting to further discuss the structure of the protonated dimers of
cytosine and guanine and their alkylated analogues in more detail. The proton in the lowest energy
(9eG:1mC)H+ structure, Hoo N3(1mC)H+, is covalently bound to N3 of 1mC with a bond distance of
1.074 Å and hydrogen bonded to N7 of 9eG 1.642 Å, despite the proton affinity of 9eG being 11.4 kJ
mol‐1 higher than N3 in 1mC (Scheme 3). The structures of mixed proton bounded dimers containing
one high dipole moment monomer have been studied previously and may shed light on the structures
of the guanine/cytosine (and alkylated analogues) proton bound dimers.54,55 For example, the proton
in the computed minimum energy structure for the protonated methanol/acetonitrile dimer was
covalently bound to methanol and protonated methanol was hydrogen bonded to acetonitrile despite
acetonitrile having a proton affinity that is almost 25 kJ mol‐1 higher than methanol (see Scheme 3).
Since acetonitrile has such a high dipole moment, 3.92 vs 1.70 D for methanol, the ion‐dipole
interaction between protonated methanol and acetonitrile more than makes up for the 25 kJ mol‐1
energy deficit incurred by having the proton bound to methanol rather than acetonitrile. It was also
shown that the structural anomaly, the degree of sharing of the proton or the difference in base‐H+
distance, depends on both the difference in proton affinity and the difference in dipole moment.58
The B3LYP/6‐31+G(d,p) dipole moments of G and C are similar, 6.82 and 6.86 D, respectively
(Table S1). These compare well with the previously computed 7.26 and 6.93 D values56 for G and C,
respectively, and the experimental value for C of 7.0 D.57 For 9eG and 1mC, the dipole moments are
also predicted to be not too dissimilar, 7.36 vs 6.41 D. In both cases, (G:C)H+ and (9eG:1mC)H+, to
observe this structural anomaly based on the difference in proton affinities between N7 of G or 9eG
and N3 of C or 1mC, respectively, differences in dipole moments would have to be more than about 3
D.58 Instead, we offer an alternate, yet similar explanation for the position of the proton in
(9eG:1mC)H+. In both cases, (G:C)H+ and (9eG:1mC)H+, the guanine is computed to be significantly
more polarizable (Table S1).57,58 Using B3LYP/6‐31+G(d,p) 1mC has a computed polarizability ( of
12.9 Å3 while that of 9eG is 18.4 Å3 (Table S1). Ion‐induced dipole interactions can be quite strong, for
example, the Na+‐‐CH4 complex has a binding energy59 of some 30 kJ mol‐1 and the polarizability of CH4
is only 3.0 Å3, far less than the difference between the computed polarizabilities of 1mC and 9eG. The
position of the proton in (9eG:1mC)H+ (and (G:C)H+ etc.), significantly closer to the lower proton
affinity N3 of 1mC than N7 of 9eG is because the difference in proton affinity, 11.4 kJ mol‐1 using CBS‐
QB3, is made up for by stronger ion‐induced dipole interactions between 1mCH+ and neutral 9eG.
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That N3 of 1mC is protonated rather than O2 is because protonating at N3 allows two hydrogen bonds
to be formed in (9eG:1mC)H+.
3.1.2. Dissociation of (9eG:1mC)H+. Interestingly, (9eG:1mC)H+ undergoes two competing
dissociations losing either 9eG or 1mC to leave (1mC)H+ and (9eG)H+ at m/z 126 and 180, respectively.
The ratio of the dissociation products is about 30% (1mC)H+. This has been observed in the past for
(G:C)H+ where the ratio of products is close to 50:50.22,45,60 Based on the experimental gas basicities
(927.6 and 918 kJ mol‐1 for G and C, respectively)61 and assuming a negligible barrier for proton
transfer between the two monomers, it is expected that the CH+ should not be present in a greater
abundance than 2%. This is the reason that having 50% CH+ upon CID and IRMPD has been termed an
anomaly. However, based on the CBS‐QB3 computed gas basicities25 between most basic sites, O2 of
C and N7 of G (Table S1), the expected ratio is in fact closer to 50% CH+, but lower if the proton remains
on N3 of cytosine. For (1mG:1mC)H+ about 80% of the product of CID is (1mC)H+, but for (9mG:1mC)H+
only 40% of the product is (1mC)H+.25 Based on the CBS‐QB3 gas basicities, the expected abundance
of (1mC)H+ should only be about 55% and 10% for CID of (1mG:1mC)H+ and (9mG:1mC)H+, respectively,
significantly lower than the observed abundances. Even more surprising is the observed 30% (1mC)H+
(Figure 2) in the present work for IRMPD of (9eG:1mC)H+ given that the amount expected based on
the CBS‐QB3 gas basicities is only 2% (or 0.6% based on the proton affinity at N3 of 1mC). The
difference in Gibbs energy between the two Hoogsteen structures Hoo N3(1mC)H+ and Hoo
N7(9eG)H+ is 7.0 kJ mol‐1 meaning that the latter is expected to be present in a mixture at about 6%,
which still does not account for the 30% (1mC)H+ that is observed.
In the lowest energy structure, Hoo N3(1mC)H+, the proton is covalently bound to N3 of 1mC
and there are two hydrogen bonds between (1mC)H+ and neutral 9eG along with a degree of ion‐
induced dipole interaction. To affect IRMPD or CID, energy in the form of multiple infrared photons or
multiple collisions, respectively, is deposited into (9mG:1mC)H+. The electronic energy barrier for the
transfer of proton from 1mC to 9eG is 12.6 kJ mol‐1; the N7(9eG) – N3(1mC), (abbreviated N‐‐N)
distance was 2.569 Å in the transition state compared to 2.713 Å at the minimum; in order to traverse
the minimum proton‐transfer energy barrier, the N‐‐N distance must shrink from its optimal value.
The energy barrier to proton transfer was computed at a few different N‐‐N distances, where
N‐‐N was held fixed and all other internuclear degrees of freedom were optimized. At an N‐‐N distance
of 2.713 Å, the global minimum, the electronic energy barrier has already increased to 23 kJ mol‐1.
Above the dissociation threshold, 195 kJ mol‐1 to produce (1mC)H+ and 185 kJ mol‐1 to produce (9eG)H+,
there is more than enough energy to traverse these proton transfer barriers, so if thermodynamics
was guiding this reaction, there should be virtually no (1mC)H+. At N‐‐N distances of 2.863, 3.163,
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3.263, and 3.463 Å, however, the barrier rises to 48, 122, 150, and 208 kJ mol‐1, respectively; this latter
point already in excess of the dissociation threshold.
A potential energy surface was scanned along the N‐‐N distance, representing the dissociation
of the complex, and the N‐H+ distance (N3‐H+ of 1mC) and is presented as a contour plot in Figure 3.
It can be seen that there is a relatively narrow channel from the global minimum at N‐‐N and N‐H+ of
2.713 and 1.074 Å, respectively, to the proton transfer product where the Hoo N7(9eG)H+ has an N‐‐
N and N‐H+ of 2.651 and 1.551 Å, respectively. It is quite a shallow well that the minimum energy
complex resides on this surface and either dissociation or proton transfer routes are equally accessible.
If by increasing the internal energy, the complex begins to increase the N‐‐N distance (ie. dissociate)
the barrier to proton transfer rises quite dramatically. This can be seen if one moves from the global
minimum on the surface up to an N‐‐N distance of, say 3.4 Å which is only about 27 kJ mol‐1 above the
minimum, then move out along the N‐H+ axis; the energy of transferring a proton when the N—N
distance has increased to 3.4 is close to 190 kJ mol‐1. The explanation for such a large amount of
(1mC)H+ being observed, far beyond what is expected based on thermodynamics, is due to a large
kinetic barrier to proton transfer once the dynamics of dissociation has already begun. In light of this
argument, and that in the lowest energy structure of (9eG:1mC)H+ where the proton is covalently
bound to 1mC, it might be more astonishing that any (9eG)H+ be formed. However, that (9eG)H+
observed means that the lifetime of the excited complex, above the dissociation threshold, is long
enough that multiple instances of inter‐base bond lengthening and contracting as well as proton
transfer back and forth between the bases, is possible. Molecular dynamics simulations should be able
to shed more light on the dynamics of (9eG:1mC)H+ dissociation.

3.2 (9eG:1mC)M+ (M=Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+)
The different isomers for each (9eG:1mC)M+ complex are named according to the position
that the metal cation is bound to on 9eG and 1mC, separated by a hyphen. Multiple structures with
the same binding positions are distinguished with numbers; 1, 2, 3…etc; at the end which follows the
sequence of increasing 298 K Gibbs energy.
Upon absorption of infrared radiation from the OPO or FEL, all of the alkali metal cationized
dimers dissociate to lose 1mC, except (9eG:1mC)Li+ where about 1‐2% of the fragmentation products
were (1mC)Li+(Figure 2). A small amount of Cs+ was also observed during IRMPD of (9eG:1mC)Cs+
which is presumably secondary dissociation of (9eG)Cs+.
3.2.1 (9eG:1mC)Li+. The IRMPD spectra for (9eG:1mC)Li+ in both the fingerprint and CH/NH/OH stretch
regions are presented in Figure 4 along with the computed IR spectra and thermochemistry for the six
lowest energy structures in Figure 5, all of which are within 4 kJ mol‐1 in Gibbs energy. The lowest
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energy structure, Li_O6‐O2N3, is a reverse Hoogsteen type structure containing a 1mC amine group
to N7 (9eG) hydrogen bond. An isoergonic isomer, N7‐O2N3, is similar to a Hoogsteen structure where
the hydrogen bond is now between the amine group of 1mC and O6 of 9eG. In both structures, the
metal is bound to both N3 and O2 of 1mC. There is general agreement between the features of both
predicted IR spectra and the experimental IRMPD spectrum. In Li_O6‐O2N3, the 9eG C=O stretch, red
shifted to 1701 cm‐1 due to binding to Li+, is in better agreement than the hydrogen bonded 9eG C=O
stretch predicted at 1720 cm‐1 for Li_N7‐O2N3. In the N‐H stretching region, there is no observed
hydrogen bonded N‐H stretch which is sometimes the case for these very anharmonic vibrations
coupled with a very strongly bound complex.
Li_O6N7‐O2_1 and Li_O6N7‐O2_2 are like one another with Li bound to O6 and N7 of 9eG as
well as O2 of 1mC, and the two bases are almost perpendicular to one another. They only differ by a
flip of the bases with respect to one another. Another set, Li_O6N7‐O2N3_1 and Li_O6N7‐O2N3_2
are also similar to one another and the previously mentioned two, except that the Li+ is also bound to
N3 of cytosine. Like Li_O6‐O2N3, the carbonyl groups are all bound to Li+ and their predicted spectra
are all in general agreement with IRMPD spectra. It is not possible based on the spectroscopy to rule
out any of these lowest energy structures. A weighted average spectrum based on the computed
Gibbs energies is provided at the bottom of Figure 4 and is consistent with the experimental IRMPD
spectrum.
3.2.2 (9eG:1mC)Na+. The IRMPD spectra for (9eG:1mC)Na+ are shown in Figure 6 along with the
computed IR spectra for the four lowest energy structures. All four structures are displayed in Figure
5. The lowest energy structure is the Hoogsteen type structure, Na_N7‐O2N3, similar to the lowest
energy structures for (9eG:1mC)Li+ except in the Na+ structure, the metal is shared more between
both N7 and O6 of 9eG. The reverse Hoogsteen type structure, Na_O6‐O2N3, is 9.0 kJ mol‐1 higher in
Gibbs energy. No non‐planar structures could be found as in (9eG:1mC)Li+, instead they optimized to
the structures where the bases were co‐planar. Due to the greater interaction between the metal
cation in Na_N7‐O2N3, Na+‐‐O6 bond distance of (2.845 Å) compared to that in Li_O6‐O2N3 (3.227
Å), as well as the 1mC amine hydrogen bond to O6 of 9eG, the red shift of the 9eG C=O stretch is
greater than that in Li_O6‐O2N3 and is predicted to occur at 1706 cm‐1, in good agreement with the
experimental spectrum. In fact, the combined hydrogen bond and binding of Na+ to the carbonyl of
9eG, the red shift is similar to that in Na_O6‐O2N3 which is predicted to occur at 1704 cm‐1 and renders
the two C=O stretches indistinguishable. The breadth of the experimental free N‐H stretching band in
the higher energy region, centred at 3400 cm‐1, may offer distinguishability between these two
structures since the anharmonic hydrogen bonded N‐H stretch in Na_N7‐O2N3 is predicted to occur
only slightly red shifted from the free N‐H stretch.
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The next two lowest energy structures found have Gibbs energy differences of 26.1 and 41.6
kJ mol‐1 relative to Na_N7‐O2N3. Na_O6N7_1 is a Watson‐Crick base pair with Na+ bonded to O6 and
N7 of 9eG. Na_O6N7_2 is a reverse Watson‐Crick base pair with the same metal binding. Neither of
these two structurers, both very high in energy, are as consistent with the IRMPD spectrum as the
Hoogsteen structure.
3.2.3 (9eG:1mC)K+ and (9eG:1mC)Rb+. All the computed lowest energy structures for K+, Rb+ and Cs+
are shown in Figure 7.The experimental IRMPD spectra and the computed IR spectra of the five lowest
energy structures for (9eG:1mC)K+ and (9eG:1mC)Rb+ are presented in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
For both complexes, the three lowest energy structures are similar. The lowest in energy are the
Hoogsteen‐type structures, M_N7‐O2N3, with the metal cation bound to N7 and O6 of 9eG as well as
N3 and O2 of 1mC. The next lowest energy structure has Watson‐Crick base pairing with the metal
bound to N7 and O6 of 9eG and not interacting with cytosine at all. The computed IR spectra of both
of these structures are consistent with the experimental spectrum in the fingerprint region, however,
in the higher‐energy region, the weakly red‐shifted hydrogen bonded N‐H stretching region is in better
agreement with the rather broad band observed in experimental vibrational spectra, however, it is
not possible to rule them out conclusively.
The third lowest‐energy structure for both metals are non‐planar complexes with the metal
bound to O6 of 9eG and O2 and N3 of 1mC and contains a hydrogen bond between the amine group
of 1mC and N7 of 9eG; for both metals this structure about 8 kJ mol‐1 higher in Gibbs energy than the
lowest energy structure. Spectroscopically, the M_N7‐O2N3 and M_O6‐O2N3 cannot be ruled out.
The next two highest energy structures for both metals are significantly higher in relative Gibbs energy,
and their computed IR spectra are not particularly consistent with the experimental spectrum.
3.2.4 (9eG:1mC)Cs+. All five lowest energy structures for (9eG:1mC)Cs+ are presented in Figure 7 while
their computed IR spectra are compared to the experimental IRMPD spectrum in Figure 10. The lowest
energy structure, Cs_O6N7, is computed to be the Watson‐Crick structure with the metal cation bound
solely to 9eG, and cytosine bound to 9eG by three hydrogen bonds. There are also four N7‐O2N3
isomers higher in Gibbs energies by 5.4 kJ mol‐1, 6.0kJ mol‐1, 7.5kJ mol‐1 and 9.3kJ mol‐1 relative to
O6N7. In Figure 7, the difference between the isomers is visualized by their side view, where the four
structures are different due to the orientations of 1mC relative to 9eG. The weighted‐average
computed IR spectrum is consistent with the experimental spectrum in fingerprint region. In
CH/OH/NH region, Cs_O6N7 is probably responsible for the shoulders on the low energy side of the
free N‐H stretching bands whose positions are well represented by the N7‐O2N3 structures. All of
these five isomers are concluded to be contributors to the experimental spectrum of (9eG:1mC)Cs+.

Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics

3.3 The effects of the alkali metal cation on the computed structure of the G:C base pair.
In Figure S27, we compare some computed results on the structures of the alkali metal cations
9eG:1mC base pairs. It is interesting to note that the lighter metal cations have an affinity for binding
the two bases together in Hoogsteen type structures. Cs+ does not exist at the B3LYP‐6‐31+G(d,p)
level of theory in the M_06‐O2N3 which is the lowest energy structure for Li+. In fact, the lowest
energy structure for the cesiated complex is the WC structure. Of the three structures shown in Figure
27, the WC structure decreases in relative energy as the metal cation increases in size.

4. Conclusion
A study of the protonated and metal cationized complexes between 9eG and 1mC,
(9eG:1mC)H+ and (9eG:1mC)M+, M= Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+ was undertaken using IRMPD spectroscopy
and computational methods.
For (9eG:1mC)H+, both experiment and theory show that the predominant was a Hoogsteen type
complex with the proton covalently bound to N3 of 1mC despite this being the third best protonation
site of the two bases. This structural oddity is explained as being due to a combination of being able
to form more hydrogen bonds when the proton is bound to N3 rather than O2 of 1mC and being able
to form a strong ion‐induced dipole interaction between N3 protonated 1mC and 9eG, the latter of
which is expected to have a much higher polarizability than 1mC. Furthermore, the anomalous
dissociation of (9eG:1mC)H+, forming much more (1mC)H+ than would be predicted based on
computed thermochemistry, was explained as being due to a larger barrier to proton transfer from
N3 of 1mC to N7 of 9eG as the base pair begins to dissociate.
While single unique structures for the (9eG:1mC)M+; M= Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+ complexes could not
be assigned, the experimental spectra were consistent with the computed spectra. It is interesting to
see that for (9eG:1mC)Li+, the lowest energy structure is one in which Li+ is bound to O6 of 9eG and
both O2 and N3 of 1mC. For Na+, K+, and Rb+, similar binding of the metal cation to 1mC is calculated
but they are also bound, now, to N7 of 9eG. For Cs, Watson‐Crick base pairing is computed with Cs+
only binding to 9eG through O6 and N7. It also interesting to note that the Watson‐Crick base pairing
structure gets lower in Gibbs energy relative to the lowest energy complexes as the metal gets larger.
This indicates that the smaller, more densely charged cations have a greater propensity to interfere
with Watson‐Crick base pairing than do the larger, less densely charged metal cations.
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Figure Captions：

Figure 1.

Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the
CH/NH/OH stretching regions for (9eG:1mC)H+ with the B3LYP/6‐31+G(d,p) computed
IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers. The 298 K enthalpies and Gibbs energies
relative to structure Hoo N7(9eG)H+ are also shown (also computed using B3LYP/6‐
31+G(d,p)). All energies are shown in kJ mol‐1.

Figure 2.

Infrared multiple photon dissociation mass spectra of all six complexes at their maxima
in dissociation in the fingerprint region. The m/z and name of the precursor ions and
fragments are also shown.

Figure 3.

A contour potential energy surface for (9eG:1mC)H+. The vertical axis is the N3—N7
distance, and the horizontal is N‐H+ distance (N3 of 1mC). The contours are the
electronic energies relative to the lowest energy structure in kJ mol‐1.

Figure 4.

Structures of (9eG:1mC)Li+ and (9eG:1mC)Na+ isomers whose IR spectra are compared
to the experimental spectra in Figures 5 and 6. The structures and relative 298 K
enthalpies and Gibbs energies were computed using B3LYPD3/6‐31+G(d,p) and are in kJ
mol‐1.

Figure 5.

Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the
CH/NH/OH stretching regions for (9eG:1mC)Li+ with the B3LYP/6‐31+G(d,p) computed
IR spectra (black traces) for six isomers. The weighted average spectra of all six
structures are shown in both regions.

Figure 6.

Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the
CH/NH/OH stretching regions for (9eG:1mC)Na+ with the B3LYP/6‐31+G(d,p) computed
IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers.

Figure 7.

Structures of (9eG:1mC)K+, (9eG:1mC)Rb+, and (9eG:1mC)Cs+ isomers whose IR spectra
are compared to the experimental spectra in Figures 8, 9 and 10. The structures and
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relative 298 K enthalpies and Gibbs energies were computed using B3LYPD3/6‐
31+G(d,p) and are in kJ mol‐1.

Figure 8.

Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the
CH/NH/OH stretching regions for (9eG:1mC)K+ with the B3LYP/6‐31+G(d,p) computed
IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers.

Figure 9.

Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the
CH/NH/OH stretching regions for (9eG:1mC)Rb+ with the B3LYP/6‐31+G(d,p) computed
IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers.

Figure 10.

Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the
CH/NH/OH stretching regions for (9eG:1mC)Cs+ with the B3LYP/6‐31+G(d,p) computed
IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers.
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Watson-Crick G:C and A:T base pairs.
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Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen structures for protonated G:C base pairs.
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The structures of protonated dimers of methanol and acetonitrile and of 9-ethylguanine and 1-methyl
cytosine. In both cases the lower proton affinity base is the cite of protonation.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the CH/NH/OH stretching
regions for (9eG:1mC)H+ with the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) computed IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers.
The 298 K enthalpies and Gibbs energies relative to structure Hoo N7(9eG)H+ are also shown (also
computed using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)). All energies are shown in kJ mol-1.
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Infrared multiple photon dissociation mass spectra of all six complexes at their maxima in dissociation in the
fingerprint region. The m/z and name of the precursor ions and fragments are also shown.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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A contour potential energy surface for (9eG:1mC)H+. The vertical axis is the N3—N7 distance, and the
horizontal is N-H+ distance (N3 of 1mC). The contours are the electronic energies relative to the lowest
energy structure in kJ mol-1.
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Structures of (9eG:1mC)Li+ and (9eG:1mC)Na+ isomers whose IR spectra are compared to the
experimental spectra in Figures 5 and 6. The structures and relative 298 K enthalpies and Gibbs energies
were computed using B3LYPD3/6-31+G(d,p) and are in kJ mol-1.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the CH/NH/OH stretching
regions for (9eG:1mC)Li+ with the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) computed IR spectra (black traces) for six isomers.
The weighted average spectra of all six structures are shown in both regions.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the CH/NH/OH stretching
regions for (9eG:1mC)Na+ with the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) computed IR spectra (black traces) for five
isomers.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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Structures of (9eG:1mC)K+, (9eG:1mC)Rb+, and (9eG:1mC)Cs+ isomers whose IR spectra are compared
to the experimental spectra in Figures 8, 9 and 10. The structures and relative 298 K enthalpies and Gibbs
energies were computed using B3LYPD3/6-31+G(d,p) and are in kJ mol-1.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the CH/NH/OH stretching
regions for (9eG:1mC)K+ with the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) computed IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the CH/NH/OH stretching
regions for (9eG:1mC)Rb+ with the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) computed IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectra (grey traces) in the fingerprint and the CH/NH/OH stretching
regions for (9eG:1mC)Cs+ with the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) computed IR spectra (black traces) for five isomers.
338x190mm (96 x 96 DPI)
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Table S1. Table of computed proton affinities and gas basicities (kJ mol‐1) as well as computed (6‐
31+G(d,p) and literature values of dipole moments and polarizabilities of the neutral base.
Neutral monomer
(protonation site)
C(N3)
C(O2)
1mC(N3)
1mC(O2)
G(N7)
1mG (N7)
9mG(N7)
9eG(N7)
a: CBS‐QB3.

∆pHo (∆pGo),
(298 K)a
949.3 (915.9)
955.5 (921.2)
962.9 (930.5)
967.0 (933.2)
952.1 (921.1)
963.5 (932.7)
970.2 (938.7)
974.3 (943.3)

dipole moment / D
of neutral base
6.86, 6.93,b (7.0)

Polarizability / Å3
of neutral base
11.0, 11.8,b 11.1,c(10.3)d

6.41

12.9

6.82, 7.26 b

14.7, 15.8,b 15.7,c (13.6)d

7.36

18.4

b: “Molecular dipole moments and polarizabilities from local density functional calculations: Application
to DNA base pairs” P.G. Jasien, G. Fitzgerald, J. Chem. Phys. 93, 1990, 2554‐2560.
c: “Calculation of the Molecular Polarizability Tensor” K. J. Miller, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 112, 1990, 8543‐
8551.
d: Experimental values from C.F.J. Bottcher “Theory of Electric Polarization” Elsevier, Amsterdam (1952),
p. 289.
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Figure S1

(9eG:1mC)H+_N7(G)
relH = 46.9
relG = 40.8

(9eG:1mC)H+_O6(G)_3
relH = 63.1
relG = 53.2

(9eG:1mC)H+ _O6(G)
relH = 52.2
relG = 45.9

(9eG:1mC)H+_N7(G)_2
relH = 57.5
relG = 55.1

(9eG:1mC)H+ _ O6(G)_2
relH = 49.4
relG = 47.1

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)H+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Hoo‐
N3(1mC)H+ and computed IR
spectra (black trace) compared to
the experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are based on their
protonation sites. All energies are
presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S2

(9eG:1mC)H+_N3(G)
relH = 73.2
relG = 71.2

(9eG:1mC)H+_N7(G)_3
relH = 151.1
relG = 143.8

(9eG:1mC)H+_N3(G)_2
relH = 86.2
relG = 79.7

(9eG:1mC)H+ _N3(G)_4
relH = 228.9
relG = 212.7

(9eG:1mC)H+_N3(G)_3
relH = 102.8
relG = 96.3
Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)H+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Hoo‐
N3(1mC)H+ and computed IR
spectra (black trace) compared to
the experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are based on their
protonation sites. All energies are
presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S3

Li_N1O6‐O2N3_1
relH = 48.8
relG = 41.0

Li_O6‐O2N3_1
relH = 43.9
relG = 46.8

Li_O6N7
relH = 33.5
relG = 41.4

Li_N1O6‐O2_1
relH = 48.5
relG = 50.9

Li_N1‐O2N3
relH = 49.6
relG = 46.5
Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Li+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Li_O6‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S4

Li_O6N7_2
relH = 55.4
relG = 53.8

Li_N1‐O2N3_2
relH = 58.2
relG = 57.5

Li_O6N7‐O2N3_3
relH = 61.3
relG = 55.4

Li_N7‐O2N3_2
relH = 62.1
relG = 58.7

Li_N1O6‐O2_2
relH = 46.6
relG = 57.0
Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Li+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Li_O6‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S5

Li_N7‐O2N3_3
relH = 62.6
relG = 62.8

Li_N1O6
relH = 74.2
relG = 78.8

Li_N1O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 73.6
relG = 65.0

Li_N1O6‐O2_3
relH = 79.0
relG = 81.0

Li_O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 78.8
relG = 76.5
Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Li+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Li_O6‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S6

Li‐O6N7_3
relH = 85.0
relG = 86.4

Li_O6N7_5
relH = 128.7
relG = 129.9

Li_O6N7_4
relH = 93.6
relG = 94.3

Li_N2N3_1
relH = 130.1
relG = 133.4

Li_N3‐O2
relH = 104.6
relG = 104.7
Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Li+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Li_O6‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S7

Li_O6N7_6
relH = 139.8
relG = 138.8

Li_N1O6_2
relH = 148.9
relG = 148.6

Li_N3‐O2_2
relH = 137.4
relG = 141.3

Li_N2N3_2
relH = 181.8
relG = 178.0

Li_O6N7_7
relH = 137.4
relG = 141.3

Li_N2N3_3
relH = 191.6
relG = 194.5

Some other higher energy structures of (9eG:1mC)Li+ along with their energies and 298 K Gibbs energies relative to
Li_O6‐O2N3 and computed IR spectra (black trace) compared to the experimental IRMPD spectrum (grey trace). The
nomenclature of these isomers are same as the isomers presented in paper. All energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S8

Na_N1O6‐O2N3_1
relH = 53.4
relG = 45.3

Na_N1O6‐O2N3_3
relH = 54.8
relG = 48.2

Na_N1O6‐O2_1
relH = 34.7
relG = 46.2

Na_O6N7‐O2N3_1
relH = 53.8
relG = 53.4

Na_N1O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 51.9
relG = 47.9

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Na+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Na_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S9

Na_O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 52.3
relG = 56.7

Na_N1O6‐O2N3_4
relH = 75.5
relG = 71.8

Na_O6‐O2N3_3
relH = 67.4
relG = 66.9

Na_O6N7_2
relH = 71.5
relG = 74.9

Na_N1O6
relH = 61.7
relG = 69.5
Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Na+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Na_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S10

Na_O6‐O2N3_4
relH = 83.0
relG = 81.6

Na_O6N7_3
relH = 113.6
relG = 116.1

Na_N1O6‐O2
relH = 85.4
relG = 88.3

Na_O6N7_4
relH = 123.9
relG = 124.7

Na_N3‐O2
relH = 111.7
relG = 112.3
Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Na+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Na_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S11

Na_N2N3
relH = 120.4
relG = 126.6

Na_N1O6_2
relH = 131.3
relG = 133.7

Na_N3‐O2_2
relH = 145.2
relG = 147.8

Na_N7‐N2O3_2
relH = 176.5
relG = 176.9

Na_N2N3_2
relH = 178.0
relG = 176.9

Na_N2N3_3
relH = 189.2
relG = 193.9

Some other higher energy structures of (9eG:1mC)Na+ along with their energies and 298 K Gibbs energies relative to Na_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra (black trace) compared to the experimental IRMPD spectrum (grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the isomers presented in paper. All energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S12

K_N1O6‐O2_2
relH = 18.4
relG = 28.5

K_N1O6‐O2N3
relH = 55.8
relG = 53.5

K_O6N7_3
relH = 47.5
relG = 50.5

K_N1O6
relH = 46.2
relG = 54.1

K_O6N7‐O2N3
relH = 52.6
relG = 53.0

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)K+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to K_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S13

K_O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 53.9
relG = 56.4

K_N1O6‐O2N3_3
relH = 57.7
relG = 59.6

K_N1O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 65.3
relG = 57.0

K_O6‐O2N3_3
relH = 66.1
relG = 65.3

K_O6N7_4
relH = 57.5
relG = 58.8

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)K+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to K_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S14

K_N1O6‐O2_3
relH = 86.1
relG = 87.0

K_N2N3
relH = 108.2
relG = 114.4

K_O6N7_5
relH = 93.7
relG = 94.9

K_N1O6_2
relH = 113.0
relG = 114.8

K_O6N7_6
relH = 99.9
relG = 104.3
Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)K+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to K_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S15

K_N7‐O2N3_2
relH = 159.6
relG = 158.4

K_N2N3_2
relH = 169.1
relG = 166.6

K_N2N3_3
relH = 181.6
relG = 186.2

Some other higher energy structures of (9eG:1mC)K+ along with their energies and 298 K Gibbs energies relative to K_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra (black trace) compared to the experimental IRMPD spectrum (grey trace). The nomenclature
of these isomers are same as the isomers presented in paper. All energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S16

Rb_O6N7_2
relH = 14.8
relG = 17.2

Rb_O6N7‐N4
relH = 40.5
relG = 44.0

Rb_N1O6
relH = 12.0
relG = 24.3

Rb‐O6N7_2
relH = 39.2
relG = 45.4

Rb_O6N7‐N4_2
relH = 38.7
relG = 41.2

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Rb+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Rb_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S17

Rb_N1O6_2
relH = 39.3
relG = 50.0

Rb_N1O6‐O2
relH = 59.9
relG = 56.9

Rb_N7‐O2N3_2
relH = 51.9
relG = 53.2

Rb_N1O6‐O2N3_1
relH = 54.6
relG = 56.6

Rb_O6N7_3
relH = 51.4
relG = 54.1

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Rb+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Rb_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S18

Rb_N1O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 60.0
relG = 57.6

Rb_O6‐O2N3_3
relH = 63.2
relG = 65.2

Rb_O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 53.7
relG = 59.1

Rb_N1O6‐O2N3_3
relH = 62.7
relG = 73.1

Rb_N1O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 69.3
relG = 60.1

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Rb+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Rb_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S19

Rb_N1O6‐O2N3_4
relH = 83.8
relG = 77.0

Rb_O6N7_5
relH = 96.5
relG = 99.3

Rb_N3‐O2_1
relH = 84.3
relG = 88.5

Rb_O6N7_6
relH = 92.6
relG = 100.7

Rb_O6N7_4
relH = 86.4
relG = 90.8

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Rb+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Rb_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S20

Rb_O6‐N4
relH = 96.9
relG = 104.5

Rb_O6N7‐N3N4_1
relH = 134.9
relG = 122.2

Rb_O6N7‐N4_2
relH = 106.3
relG = 105.4

Rb_N3‐O2_2
relH = 126.4
relG = 136.5

Rb_N2N3
relH = 102.4
relG = 111.3

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Rb+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Rb_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra
(black trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S21

Rb_N2N3_2
relH = 163.8
relG = 165.2

Rb_N2N3_3
relH = 176.7
relG = 184.4

Some other higher energy structures of (9eG:1mC)Rb+ along with their energies and 298 K Gibbs energies relative to Rb_N7‐
O2N3 and computed IR spectra (black trace) compared to the experimental IRMPD spectrum (grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the isomers presented in paper. All energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S22

Cs_O6N7_2
relH = 24.2
relG = 15.4

Cs_O6N7_3
relH = 47.3
relG = 42.4

Cs_N1O6‐O2_1
relH = 29.6
relG = 29.4

Cs_N1O6_1
relH = 49.4
relG = 49.1

Cs_N1O6‐O2_2
relH = 29.9
relG = 30.4

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Cs+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Cs_O6N7
and computed IR spectra (black
trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S23

Cs_O6N7_4
relH = 61.0
relG = 54.2

Cs_N1O6‐O2_3
relH = 76.4
relG = 63.2

Cs_O6N7‐O2N3_3
relH = 68.3
relG = 58.6

Cs_O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 70.2
relG = 63.2

Cs_N1O6‐O2N3
relH = 71.0
relG = 61.7

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Cs+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Cs_O6N7
and computed IR spectra (black
trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S24

Cs_N1O6‐O2N3_2
relH = 74.4
relG = 66.4

Cs_N1O6‐O2N3_3
relH = 99.3
relG = 84.0

Cs_O6‐O2N3_3
relH = 77.3
relG = 68.8

Cs_O6N7_5
relH = 95.5
relG = 88.1

Cs_O6‐O2N3_4
relH = 84.0
relG = 80.6

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Cs+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Cs_O6N7
and computed IR spectra (black
trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S25

Cs_N3‐O2N3_1
relH = 89.0
relG = 92.4

Cs_O6N7_6
relH = 105.4
relG = 98.0

Cs_N1O6‐O2_4
relH = 100.8
relG = 92.6

Cs_N1O6_2
relH = 115.2
relG = 108.7

Cs_O6N7_5
relH = 101.4
relG = 97.4

Some other higher energy
structures of (9eG:1mC)Cs+ along
with their energies and 298 K
Gibbs energies relative to Cs_O6N7
and computed IR spectra (black
trace) compared to the
experimental IRMPD spectrum
(grey trace). The nomenclature of
these isomers are same as the
isomers presented in paper. All
energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S26

Cs_N2N3_1
relH = 113.0
relG = 111.3

Cs_N2N3_2
relH = 174.6
relG = 164.1

Cs_N2N3_3
relH = 188.0
relG = 184.4

Some other higher energy structures of (9eG:1mC)Cs+ along with their energies and 298 K Gibbs energies relative to Cs_O6N7
and computed IR spectra (black trace) compared to the experimental IRMPD spectrum (grey trace). The nomenclature of these
isomers are same as the isomers presented in paper. All energies are presented in kJ mol‐1
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Figure S27. Schematic of metal cationized O6‐O2N3, N7‐O2N3 and O6N7 along with the table
concluded the relative 298 K enthalpies and Gibbs energies of isomers for different alkali metal
cationized (9eG:1mC) complexes.

M_O6‐O2N3

M

M‐O6N7

M_N7‐O2N3

M_O6‐O2N3

M_N7‐O2N3

M‐O6N7

ΔrefH

ΔrefG

ΔrefH

ΔrefG

ΔrefH

ΔrefG

Li

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.9

16.9

26.1

Na

8.0

9.0

0.0

0.0

26.1

16.9

K

10.2

7.7

0.0

0.0

‐2.3

6.0

Rb

8.0

8.4

0.0

0.0

‐9.4

2.0

Cs

N/A

N/A

17.2

5.4

0.0

0.0
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Structures
Hoo N3(1mC)H+

B3LYPD3/6‐31+G(d,p)
0.0
0.0

B3LYPD3/6‐311+G(3df,3pd)
0.0
0.0

Hoo N7(9eG)H+

8.1
7.0

8.9
7.8

R‐Hoo N3(1mC)H+

18.5
14.8

16.7
13.0

WC N7(9eG)H+

12.3
15.7

11.8
15.3

WC O6(9eG)H+

30.0
27.9

29.8
27.8

Table S2 Comparison of basis set on the 298K energetics (top
relative enthalpies, bottom relative Gibbs energies ) in kJ
mol‐1 of five lowest energy (9eG:1mC)H+.
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Structures
Li_O6‐O2N3

B3LYPD3/6‐31+G(d,p)
0.0
0.0

B3LYPD3/6‐311+G(3df,3pd)
0.0
0.0

Li_N7‐O2N3

0.9
0.0

1.7
0.7

Li_O6N7‐O2_1

14.6
2.3

14.0
1.8

Li_O6N7‐O2N3_1

11.2
3.6

10.0
2.4

Li_O6N7‐O2N3_2

11.2
3.7

10.0
2.5

Li_O6N7‐O2_2

14.7
3.8

14.2
3.3

Table S3 Comparison of basis set on the 298K energetics
(top relative enthalpies, bottom relative Gibbs energies )
in kJ mol‐1 of six lowest energy (9eG:1mC)Li+.
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Structures
Na_N7‐O2N3

B3LYPD3/6‐31+G(d,p)
0.0
0.0

B3LYPD3/6‐311+G(3df,3pd)
0.0
0.0

Structures
K_N7‐O2N3

B3LYPD3/6‐31+G(d,p)
0.0
0.0

B3LYPD3/6‐311+G(3df,3pd)
0.0
0.0

Na_O6‐O2N3

8.0
9.0

7.7
8.6

K_O6N7

‐2.3
6.0

‐1.3
7.1

Na_O6N7_1

16.9
26.1

18.3
27.6

K_O6‐O2N3

10.2
7.7

8.7
6.2

Na_O6N7_2

39.8
41.6

39.4
41.2

K_O6N7_2

21.5
22.0

20.2
20.8

K_N1O6‐O2

18.3
27.9

20.9
30.5

Table S4 Comparison of basis set on the 298K energetics
(top relative enthalpies, bottom relative Gibbs energies )
in kJ mol‐1 of four lowest energy (9eG:1mC)Na+.

Table S5 Comparison of basis set on the 298K energetics
(top relative enthalpies, bottom relative Gibbs energies )
in kJ mol‐1 of five lowest energy (9eG:1mC)K+.
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Structures
Rb_N7‐O2N3

B3LYPD3/6‐31+G(d,p)
0.0
0.0

B3LYPD3/6‐311+G(3df,3pd)
0.0
0.0

Structures
Cs_O6N7

B3LYPD3/6‐31+G(d,p)
0.0
0.0

B3LYPD3/6‐311+G(3df,3pd)
0.0
0.0

Rb_O6N7

‐9.4
2.0

‐7.1
4.3

Cs_N7‐O2N3

17.2
5.4

14.9
3.1

Rb_O6‐O2N3

8.0
8.4

7.7
8.1

Cs_N7‐O2N3_2

17.2
6.0

15.5
4.3

Rb_O6N7‐O2

4.7
15.1

9.4
19.8

Cs_N7‐O2N3_3

17.0
7.5

14.8
5.3

Rb_O6N7‐N4

10.7
15.2

11.9
16.4

Cs_N7‐O2N3_4

31.2
9.3

29.0
7.1

Table S6 Comparison of basis set on the 298K energetics
(top relative enthalpies, bottom relative Gibbs energies )
in kJ mol‐1 of five lowest energy (9eG:1mC)Rb+.

Table S7 Comparison of basis set on the 298K energetics
(top relative enthalpies, bottom relative Gibbs energies )
in kJ mol‐1 of five lowest energy (9eG:1mC)Cs+.

